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GERARD SCHURMANN: A BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
by Carolyn Nott

he composer Gerard Schurmann, my husband, was born of Dutch parents in Kertosono, 
Java, part of the former Dutch East Indies, on 19 January 1924. His mother, Elvire Dom, 
came from a large family of European landowners who had settled in Java as far back 
as the eighteenth century. It is said that the irst Dom to arrive in the Dutch East Indies 
had been shanghaied onto a merchant ship in Holland and ended up on the island 
of Java where he stayed, married a native, and started a dynasty with close ties to the 
Netherlands. Elvire appears to have been the only descendant in her family who was 
artistic by nature, reaching a standard high enough to allow her to become a professional 
pianist. Her maternal grandmother was a Hungarian lady by the name of Anna Maria 
Popp who may have inluenced her musically: as a boy, Gerard was aware of a Hungarian 
connection, and remembers the Hungarian folk music that his mother used to play at 
home. It was quite usual for the residents of European descent to travel back to Europe 
and elsewhere. hus Elvire went to Budapest to study piano with Bartók, and later took 
lessons from Josef Hofmann in America. During Gerard’s childhood, she was absent 
for long periods when she toured as an accompanist with various artists, including the 
dancer Anna Pavlova. He remembers her rehearsing ‘he Dying Swan’ in their living 
room in Malang, probably during Pavlova’s farewell tour of India, the Dutch East Indies 
and Australia in 1929. He also has fond memories of the soprano Oda Slobodskaya, not 
least because she never failed to bring him a small present when she rehearsed with his 
mother. 
 On the Schürmann side of the family, Gerard’s great-grandfather emigrated from 
Cloppenburg, Germany, to Holland in 1842, where he married an English relative of 
Jacques Ofenbach. hey produced several distinguished Dutch literary igures, most 
prominent among whom was the author and playwright Willem Frederik Schürmann 
(born in 1876) whose statue stands in the Parklaan, Rotterdam, where there is also a 
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Willem Schürmann Straat. Willem’s older brother Joseph Schürmann (born in 1857) was 
a well known impresario who was the manager of various international artists, including 
actress Sarah Bernhardt and opera-singer Adelina Patti. Little information has survived 
about Gerard’s father, Johan Schürmann, as he died when Gerard was four years old. It is 
known that he had gone to Java from Holland, presumably to ind his fortune, a common 
pursuit for a young Dutchman in the early part of the twentieth century. It was there that 
he must have met and married Gerard’s mother.
 From the age of about ten, when Gerard says he irst became preoccupied with 
music via gramophone records and his mother’s playing, he started to feel frustrated 
by the cultural limitations of his colonial environment and in 1941 he took advantage 
of an opportunity to go to England (dropping the umlaut on the family name as he did 
so). Although he had learned to play the piano in Java, and made his irst attempts at 
composition in imitation of the Javanese gamelan, he did not receive his professional 
grounding in music until he came to London as a teenager. By the time I met Gerard 
in 1965, not long ater completing my own studies at the Royal Academy of Music in 
London, he had already pursued a career as a pianist, conductor and composer. here 
was, though, little concert music let from his earlier days: he had become extremely self-
critical and was apt to destroy anything that had not been published. A lengthy period 
of writing music for ilms from the 1950s to the early ’70s helped restore his conidence, 
and he reapplied himself to composition ater receiving a steady stream of commissions 
for both orchestral and chamber music. 
 In 1972 another Gerard, Gerard Victory, formerly Director of Music at Raidió Teilefís 
Éireann in Dublin and a composer himself, found that Gerard’s music ‘combines a iercely 
intense and almost intrusive passion with an unmistakably contemporary technique and 
highly polished cratsmanship’.1 He also identiied ‘a delicate yet fervid melancholy which 
hovers in the background of even the most dynamic poetic utterances’, and observed 
that Gerard’s harmonic language is essentially individual. Gerard himself readily admits 
that his initial schooling in classical harmony and theory had been rudimentary. Rather, 
1 Gerard Victory, ‘Chuench’I: An Analysis of Gerard Schurmann’s Song Cycle’, he Music Review, Vol. 33, No. 3, August 1972, pp. 204–9.
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his harmonic language has evolved over the years through the application of a rigorous 
aural critical process. It is inluenced by the distinctive colour-palettes of Hungarian 
and Gamelan music, both of which have pentatonic scales and modalities in common. 
In recent times, the always-present intensity in his music has become more openly 
romantic, relecting how freely he now moves around in his own world of sound. He 
is fastidious about musical structure and favours cyclical forms; his chamber music is 
strongly concerned with counterpoint and individual lines. 
 Gerard always had a good ear for languages, and speaks several with idiomatic 
ease. When he irst arrived in England as a young man, he spoke English with a Dutch 
inlection, but soon shed any trace of an accent and proceeded to read all of the English 
classical literature he could lay his hands on with a voracious appetite, relishing the low 
and rhythms of well-written prose and poetry. Ater many years in England, Gerard’s 
Dutch is still luent but now slightly old fashioned, charming even to the Dutch who tend 
to respond warmly to what they describe as his rather stately and somewhat reined way 
of speaking. Since moving to America in 1981, he still makes regular visits to England, 
Holland and elsewhere in Europe, but considers California to be his home. 
 We had gone there in 1980 when Gerard was sponsored by the US State Department 
to lecture at universities across the country and conduct several orchestras during a ive-
month tour that ended in California. Beguiled by the temperate climate and the possibility 
of ilm work, we decided to move to Los Angeles the following year. For Gerard, then in 
his mid-ities, the life change proved to be particularly hard, but not without its beneits. 
Isolated in his studio in the Hollywood Hills, he gradually freed himself of the need to be 
part of a fashionable music scene, which had become a preoccupation at one point when 
we lived in London. Nevertheless, his nostalgia for England and Holland remains strong 
and a motivating factor in his music, as evidenced by the recent Autumn Leaves for violin 
and piano included on this CD. One can also ind in its soaring lyricism a relection of 
his continued passion for life.  

Carolyn Nott is a freelance writer who has contributed articles on music to magazines and 
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newspapers in Britain, the United States, Europe and Canada, among them Gramophone, he 
Musical Times, Musical Opinion and Classical Music in the UK and Ovation, Performing 
Arts, he Los Angeles Times and Orange Coast in the USA. She has an LRAM diploma 
from the Royal Academy of Music where she studied piano and cello.

GERARD SCHURMANN ON THE MUSIC ON THIS CD

Ater wartime Service in the RAF, I took up the duties of cultural attaché from 1945 to 
1948 at the Netherlands Embassy in London. During this time I met the Dutch composer 
Willem Pijper with whom I had a bond in that we were both pipe-smokers, and I was able 
to supply him with decent tobacco ater years of privation during the German occupation 
of the Netherlands. When he died in 1947, he let me an antique Delt porcelain tobacco 
jar, now sadly empty since I gave up smoking in 1984. One of Pijper’s abiding passions was 
astrology and the divination of horoscopes for his friends. Mine, accompanied by pages of 
research, revealed that I would not reach maturity as an artist until I was in my forties! To 
a 22-year-old this prediction sounded depressingly doom-laden and dismissive, but now, 
in my later years, I acknowledge that it could well have been correct. Apart from one very 
early piece, my list of published works by Novello begins with the song-cycle Chuench’I, a 
Fantasia for cello and piano, a Sonatina for lute and piano and the orchestral Six Studies of 
Francis Bacon and Variants,2 all dating from the 1960s. 
 Among the musicians who were a decisive inluence in my life was, irst and foremost, 
the composer Alan Rawsthorne. Although I consider myself to be largely self-taught, I 
believe that his professional guidance and support, and his close friendship, were very 
inluential in my development as a composer.

Duo for Violin and Piano

he irst commission I received ater moving to America in 1981 was for a Duo for 

2 hese two works were released on a Chandos CD (CHAN 9167) but are currently available only as downloads, from www.chandos.net.
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Violin and Piano. It came from the violinist Earl Carlyss and his wife, the pianist Ann 
Schein, with additional funds provided by the Library of Congress in Washington DC, 
where they irst performed it on 23 March 1984. he work consists of ive movements in 
cyclical form. Intrada      , a kind of musical prologue, combining declamatory passages 
on the violin with an exploration of sustained piano sonorities, is followed by a Ditirambo 
marked Allegro molto    . (I had been reading a passionate rendering of the ‘Hymn to 
Dionysus’ by the seventeenth-century Italian poet Francesco Redi in his dithyramb Bacco 
in Toscana.) he succeeding Notturno        consists of tranquil outer sections which frame 
a brief central excursion into the night out of doors. Burlesca, marked Presto, presents its 
material in the form of a wild scherzo     , and the inal Alba (Aubade)        begins with a 
long slow passage for solo violin evoking the dawn, followed by a gradual return to the 
main ideas of the irst movement.

Leotaurus: heme and Variations for piano

he pianist Tamás Vásáry and his wife Ildiko were close friends and neighbours of mine 
in London for many years. Like Willem Pijper, they oten liked to discuss personal 
interactions based on their astrological signs, he being a Leo and she a Taurus. he 
astrological scenario suggested itself when Tamás asked me to write a piece for him, 
and the music, written in 1974–75 could conceivably be regarded as an imaginary set of 
interactive variations for the two animals. A brief lourish heralds their arrival into the 
ring. hey halt and listen to the peaceful heme. As the music continues, each one in 
turn enacts a variation according to its nature, the lion beginning with Variation 1. hey 
combine in Variation 10 and exit with a noisy slamming of the gate.
 What follows is John Ogdon’s programme note, written for his own performances of 
the work, with the track numbers of this recording dropped in for ease of reference. I 
ind what he says both interesting and revealing. 

1

2

3

4 5

Leotaurus is a set of variations, written for the Hungarian pianist Tamás Vásáry, on a theme 
from Gerard Schurmann’s Piano Concerto which he composed in 1972–73. Gerard Schurmann’s
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Autumn Leaves for Violin and Piano

he four movements of this work, written in 2007, are interrelated character pieces, tinged 
with some nostalgia. he irst, Andante con moto     , begins with an ascending ladder 
of consecutive fourths on the piano, reaching the motif B, F, C, D at the top, followed 
by its answer G sharp, F sharp, A. he violin enters in the same manner, ater seven 
bars, and the exploration begins. he second movement, Arietta     , is a lyrical study 
in constantly shiting bitonality, accompanying an always expressive and tuneful violin 
line. In number three, Allegro      , an emphatic exchange between the instruments frames 
a slower, more wistful middle section. he last movement, Moderato    , in 7/8 time, 
gradually re-capitulates some of the earlier material, ending peacefully in an unadorned 
resolve on the chord of C major.

music is, on one level at least, very consciously wrought and characterized by scrupulous 
attention to both detail and to structural precepts. On another level, it is highly expressive, 
full of colour and incidence. He has a fondness for scorrevole semiquaver passages, but these
have an unusually compressed atmosphere and functional signiicance in Schurmann’s 
work. His music looks to a warmth of response with spare employment of rubato in 
performance. Ater a short entrada, the theme           is stated tranquilly, centering in tonality around 
B minor. Variation 1 (Poco animato)    employs a rocking rhythm and characteristically 
strong forte out-bursts which subside as quickly back to piano or pianissimo. Variation 2 [8] is 
expressive throughout, and leads to the leonine Variation 3 [9] in which a strong but lithe 
and supple ostinato dominates the texture. A typical, quiet held chord, suspended as if in 
mid-air, closes the variation. Variation 4 (Presto)  1employs a driving dotted rhythm. 
Forceful chords lead to Variation 5 (Andante cantabile)  11, a gentle, rocking variation whose 
climactic chords are relevant to the texture as a whole. Variation 6  12  is a study in sonorities and 
unusual pedal efects, leading to Variation 7 (Con moto)  13, a lyrical canon, building to a strong 
conclusion. Variation 8 (Vivace) 14 contrasts rapid dynamic changes and piano textures. 
Evanescent arpeggios lead to Variation 9 (Moderato) 15, sonorous and warmly expressive 
by turns. Variation 10 16 is a turbulent Allegro built over a pulsating let-hand rhythmic 
ostinato. he explosive chordal passages are bull-like and create a feeling of mounting tension.
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Contrasts for Piano

Contrasts was written in 1973, commissioned by John Ogdon for the series ‘Virtuoso 
Piano Music’ that he edited for Novello, and it was irst performed by him at the Queen 
Elizabeth Hall, London, on 21 May 1973. he title relates to weather phenomena 
experienced in summer, and the emotional responses which they induce. he four 
movements are linked thematically and they are, in efect, metamorphoses of the main 
material presented in the irst movement. ‘Cumulonimbus’      , associated with thunder 
and lightning, is a threatening, heavily pregnant and dense cloud-formation, a mass of 
energy in the shape of a huge mountain-range. Beneath its ominous dark base are ragged, 
striated, low clouds. In ‘Summer Rain’      capricious squally showers of short duration 
and brief rain storms come and go, but blue sky and sun are never far behind. ‘Becalmed’   
24 establishes a hypnotic still condition, endured both under the sun’s direct glare, 
or in the relective coolness of dappled shade. he last movement, ‘Undersun’     , is a 
dazzling halo phenomenon produced by the relection of sunlight on ice crystals 
in clouds. One has to look downwards to see the ‘Undersun’ phenomenon, and it is 
therefore observable only from a high mountain-top or from aircrat in light.

PLAYING GERARD SCHURMANN
by Alyssa Park and Mikhail Korzhev

I irst came across Gerard Schurmann’s music when I heard a performance of his 
Violin Concerto. It was beautiful and I found myself immediately responding to it 
temperamentally. I wanted to know more of his music, and when an opportunity came 
for me to play the Duo for the irst time at the Beverly Hills Festival in Los Angeles, I was 
pleased to be able to get deeper into his highly personal musical style. It was rewarding 
to feel the immediate warm response of the audience during and ater the performance. 
here is both an emotional and cerebral quality to his writing combined in such a way that 
playing it is very fulilling. As I perform it, I am aware of a seamless connection between 
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musicality, precision, grace and power. he violin-writing in the Duo and Autumn Leaves 
is completely idiomatic but needs virtuosity and precision in performance because it is 
always clear and exposed in ensemble. I like the fact that both works are written with 
two equal parts for violin and piano. he Duo is more like the Violin Concerto in its 
complexity – its strength varying between light and shade, complex rhythms and lots 
of colour, which provide a full spectrum of possibilities for the performer to explore 
in terms of attack and expression. Autumn Leaves has a diferent kind of intensity to 
the Duo, and yet it still has the same intricate dialogue between the violin and piano. I 
love its clarity and emotional openness. It’s amazing that one composer can write two 
such diferent works for violin and piano that are instantly recognisable as coming from 
the same source, but in a totally diferent presentation. I must add that the process of 
learning, performing and recording his music has been a joy.      
                Alyssa Park

From the irst day I made the acquaintance of Gerard Schurmann’s music, I was immediately 
taken by the power of the composer’s vivid imagination, by the wealth of fresh musical 
ideas and the abundance of colours that permeate his compositions. From the contrapuntal 
intricacies of ‘Cumulonimbus’ to the impressionistic tone-painting of ‘Summer Rain’ and 
from the lush sonorities of the Duo for Violin and Piano to the neo-classical clarity of 
the Leotaurus variations – everywhere Schurmann’s musical voice comes across as highly 
original, uniquely his own, his strong musical personality shining through.
 One of the most attractive and admirable characteristics of Schurmann’s music is his 
special attention to colour. His compositions are always beautifully ‘orchestrated’, even 
when he writes for a solo instrument. He manages to create rich and colorful sonorities 
by very economical means, keeping his textures lean and uncluttered. In his piano works 
he achieves a truly orchestral variety of colours through the skillful and highly efective 
use of contrasting ranges of the instrument, diverse dynamics and special pedal efects. 
Likewise, in his compositions for violin and piano the timbres of both instruments are 
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beautifully blended and balanced, at times creating absolutely magical soundscapes, like 
in the slow movement of the Duo for Violin and Piano. 
 Schurmann’s compositions provide some formidable technical challenges, but they 
are worth overcoming, and learning these pieces was a truly enjoyable and rewarding 
experience. Schurmann has given us performers a wonderful git, having created music 
that is strikingly exciting, original and beautiful. I hope that the release of this recording 
will help establish these wonderful works in the standard repertoire.
       Mikhail Korzhev

Alyssa Park established an enviable international reputation at age sixteen, in 1990, as 
the youngest prizewinner in the history of the Tchaikovsky International Competition. 
 Alyssa has made numerous recital and orchestral appearances in the USA since her 
professional debut, aged eleven, with the Cincinnati Chamber Orchestra. Her New York 
City debut recital at Lincoln Center’s Alice Tully Hall was acclaimed by he New York 
Times for ‘an unusually strong technique and a youthful sense of music making’. Other 
notable credits include the Rising Star Series of the Ravinia Festival, the Kennedy Center 
Recital Series, Oregon Bach Festival and appearances at Rockefeller University in New 
York City.
 Having made her European debut with Sir Colin Davis and the Bavarian Radio Symphony 
Orchestra, and playing with the Lausanne and Stuttgart Chamber and the Czech Philharmonic 
Orchestras soon aterwards, Alyssa – who resides in Los Angeles – now performs extensively 
in Europe every season. She has toured Germany with orchestras including the Bamberg 
Symphony, Czech Philharmonic, Barcelona Orchestra, Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk and 
Hamburg Philharmonic, and has played in Austria, Spain and Switzerland with the 
Cincinnati Symphony. She also appeared in Australia, as soloist with orchestras in Sydney, 
Adelaide and Hobart. Her recent seasons included performances in Asia with the Korean 
Broadcasting Symphony, Japan Philharmonic and the Singapore Symphony. 
 An avid chamber musician, Alyssa has been a frequent guest at major festivals 
including Ludwigsburg, Schleswig-Holstein, Weilburg, Passau, Frankfurt, Montpellier, 
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at the Brahms festival in Madrid, Beethoven festival in Bonn, Prague Summer Festival, 
and the Oregon Festival of American Music. She is also one of the founding members of 
the Lyris Quartet, which curates and produces the festival ‘Hear Now’ which is dedicated 
to the works of living composers.  
 Alyssa was a winner of the concerto competition of the Aspen Music Festival in 1988 
and returned in 1996 to teach. She was a student at the College Conservatory of Music of 
the University of Cincinnati, where her teachers were Kurt Sassmanshaus and Dorothy 
DeLay. In addition to an active performance career, she was a Visiting Professor of Violin 
at the University of Oregon.  
 Alyssa recently released two CDs on the Ars label in Germany: a solo album entitled 
It’s Me and an album of Mozart concertos with the Salzburger Kammerphilharmonie.

he Russian pianist Mikhail Korzhev performs extensively throughout the United 
States and Europe, equally active as a solo recitalist, a participant in various chamber 
groups and an orchestral soloist. His live performances and recordings, broadcast by 
radio stations in the USA, Europe and Australasia, have received critical acclaim.
 Mikhail has a particular interest in contemporary music: in 2006 he made his debut 
in the Konzerthaus in Vienna with an all-Krenek programme that was warmly received 
by the audience and garnered enthusiastic reviews. Following that success he recorded 
a CD of Krenek’s piano music that was released by Phoenix Edition in 2008. His next 
recording project will feature 40 popular classical piano pieces, to be distributed online 
by Megatrax.com in 2012
 He is currently on the faculty of California State University, Fullerton. He holds a 
doctorate in piano performance from the University of Southern California, where he 
studied with Daniel Pollack. His previous teachers include Alexander Satz and Vera 
Khoroshina at Moscow Conservatory College.
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Recorded on 20–22 December 2010, in the Vaughncille Joseph Meng Concert Hall, Fullerton, California 
Recording engineer: Bob Minor

Booklet notes: Carolyn Nott, Gerard Schurmann, Alyssa Park and Mikhail Korzhev
Lay-out and design: Peter Handley, Imergent Images Ltd., Kidderminster

All works published by Novello and Co.

Executive producer: Martin Anderson
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The Anglo-Dutch composer Gerard Schurmann, born in the East Indies in 1924 and based in the USA 
since 1981, first made his mark in Britain in the 1940s and ’50s as a pianist and composer, particularly 
of chamber music and, later, of film scores. His concert output is intense, passionate, tightly argued and 
charged with energy, but also infused with lyricism, as these four works demonstrate.
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Duo for Violin and Piano (1982–83)         25:19
[1]     I.    Intrada: Lento appassionato                     4:20
[2]     II.   Ditirambo: Allegro molto            6:12
[3]     III.  Notturno: Adagio tranquillo ed espressivo        6:15
[4]     IV.  Burlesca: Presto                               3:14
[5]     V.   Alba: Largo             5:18

Leotaurus: Theme and Variations for Piano (1974–75) 15:02
[6]     Theme – Tranquillo            1:18
[7]     Var. 1 – Poco animato            0:59
[8]     Var. 2 – Tempo come primo                              1:12
[9]     Var. 3 – Allegro molto            1:31
10     Var. 4 – Presto                       0:53
11     Var. 5 – Andante cantabile                       2:26
12     Var. 6 – Moderato                       0:59
13     Var. 7 – Con moto                       0:39
14     Var. 8 – Vivace                       0:54
15     Var. 9 – Moderato                       2:29
16     Var. 10 – Allegro                       1:42

Autumn Leaves for Violin and Piano (2007)             18:25
17     I.    Andante con moto                4:28
18     II.   Arietta                  3:49
19     III.  Allegro                 2:56
         IV.  Moderato                                  5:14

Contrasts for Piano (1972–73)              15:03
         I.    Cumulonimbus: Maestoso                                 3:19
         II.   Summer Rain: Allegro capriccioso               3:16
         III.  Becalmed: Lento, calmo ed espressivo                 4:51
         IV.  Undersun: Allegro maestoso – Presto                   3:37
      
           TT 72:31

Alyssa Park, violin  1 –    ,      –

Mikhail Korzhev, piano 1  –  
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